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NARROWING GRAMMAR: THEORY, 
IMPLEMENTATION, AND APPLICATIONS* 
H. LEWIS CHAU AND D. STO’IT PARKER 
D This paper describes Narrowing Grammar, a new kind of grammar that 
combines concepts from logic programming, rewriting, lazy evaluation, and 
logic grammar formalisms such as Definite Clause Grammar (DCG). A 
Narrowing Grammar is a finite set of rewrite rules. The semantics of 
Narrowing Grammar is defined by a specialized kind of outermost rewrit- 
ing strategy called NU-narrowing. 
Narrowing Grammar is directly executable, like many logic grammars. 
In fact, Narrowing Grammar rules can be compiled to Prolog and executed 
by existing Prolog interpreters as generators or acceptors. Unlike many 
logic grammars, Narrowing Grammar also permits higher-order specifica- 
tion and modular composition, and it provides lazy evaluation by virtue of 
*its rewriting strategy. Lazy evaluation is important in certain language- 
acceptance situations, such as in coroutined matching of multiple patterns 
against a stream. 
We compare Narrowing Grammar with several established logic gram- 
mars: Definite Clause Grammar, Metamorphosis Grammar, Extraposition 
Grammar and Gapping Grammar, showing how these logic grammars can 
be transformed to Narrowing Grammar. We also investigate the versatility 
of Narrowing Grammar in language analysis by applying it to several 
natural-language examples. a 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Logic programming is the use of statements of logic (Horn clauses) as a program- 
ming language. It has led to new insights into computing as well as logic. For 
example, one very important application of logic programming is in parsing. A logic 
grammar has rules that can be represented as Horn clauses which can then be 
executed for either acceptance or generation of the language specified. 
Rewriting uses a set of rules to transform objects to other objects. Its usefulness 
is evident from its appearance in many branches of computer science. Outstanding 
examples include formal grammars [18] and the lambda calculus [71. In this paper, 
we are concerned only with nawowing, a specialized kind of rewriting which has a 
logical flavor [27]. 
Reddy [27] proposed interpreting rewrite rules by using narrowing. Narrowing 
an expression is to apply to it the minimum substitution, such that the resulting 
expression is reducible, and then reduce it. In narrowing, input variables can be 
bound; therefore, it can be used as basis for subsuming both rewriting and logic 
programming. Several proposals to use equational languages with narrowing as 
logic programming languages have been suggested, these include 13, 15, 27, 30, 311. 
Lazy evaluation is basically a computation scheme in which an expression is 
evaluated only when there is demand for its value [21, 231. It allows certain 
computations to terminate more quickly than when evaluated by other means and 
also enables computation with infinite structures. Consider the following two rules, 
defining how lists can be concatenated: ’ 
([ I, W) =w. 
([UIVI I W) * [VI (V, W) 1 . 
In one step, the term ([l, 2, 31, [4, 5, 61 1 rewrites to [ll ([a, 31, 
[ 4, 5, 6 1 ) 1. Only the head of the resulting concatenated list is reduced. The 
tail, ( [2 , 3 1 , [ 4, 5, 6 I ) , can be further evaluated if this is necessary. De- 
mand-driven computation like this is referred to as lazy evaluation. 
A grammar formalism in which logic programming, rewriting, lazy evaluation, 
and logic grammar are combined can provide considerable expressive power, going 
beyond the power of existing first-order logic grammars. In particular, it can afford 
the expressive power of both functions and relations. At the same time, lazy 
evaluation can be done within the eager framework of logic programming. 
Many logic grammar formalisms are first-order. Specifically, a nonterminal 
symbol in these formalisms cannot be passed as an argument to some other 
nonterminal symbol. For example, usually, Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) does 
not permit direct specification of grammar rules of the form 
goal(X) -+X. 
’ Throughout this paper we use Edinburgh Prolog syntax for lists, because we wish this paper to be 
accessible to Prolog users, and we expect that most readers of the paper will be familiar with Prolog. In 
Edinburgh Prolog systems, the empty list is written [ I, and nonempty lists are written [H I T] or, 
equivalently, I. '(H, T) The head and tail of a list are the two arguments of the “cons” or “dot” 
( ’ 3 function symbol. Thus, the list consisting of one element ‘a ’ is ’ . ‘(a, [ I 1, which can also 
be written [a], and the lists [a, bl and [a I [ bl I are equivalent. 
Note also that we use ‘, ’ both as a list-concatenation operator and as a punctuation symbol for 
separating function arguments. While potentially confusing to some, we feel that this notation will be 
natural for readers familiar with Prolog. 
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This limitation was pointed out as early as [20]. We will discuss later in the 
paper why this is more than just a minor problem, as it affects the convenience of 
use, extensibility, and modularity of grammars. Some Prolog systems, including 
Quintus Prolog and SICStus Prolog, have been extended to permit such rules. Also, 
very recently Abramson [l] has commented on the problem and has addressed it by 
using a new construct, m&z(X), to define metarules that go beyond the limit of 
first-order logic grammar formalisms. We propose a lazy functional logic approach 
to this problem. 
Many logic grammars are also not lazy, yet lazy evaluation can be very important 
in parsing. It allows coroutined recognition of multiple patterns against a stream. 
We are not aware of previous work connecting lazy evaluation and logic grammars, 
although (as we will try to show) the connection is a natural one. 
We propose a new logic grammar formalism that rests on incorporating lazy 
narrowing within logic programming. This means that SLD-resolution with left-to- 
right goal selection, the proof procedure commonly used in Prolog, will implement 
this grammar formalism. That is, grammar rules are written in such a way that 
when SLD-resolution interprets them, it directly simulates lazy narrowing. The 
logic grammar rule system is not restricted to be terminating and permits nonde- 
terminism. We call it Narrowing Grammar. 
As a brief introductory example, let us show how easily regular expressions can 
be defined with Narrowing Grammar. The regular expression pattern a*6 that 
matches sequences of zero or more copies of a followed by a 6 can be specified 
with the grammar rule 
pattern- [a] *, [bl . 
where we also define the following grammar rules: 
(x*)*[ 1. 
(x*) -x, (x*). 
([ I, L) -L. 
([XlLll, L2) * [Xl (Ll, L2) 1. 
Here ‘*I is the postfix pattern operator defining the Kleene star pattern, and the 
rules for 1, ’ define pattern concatenation, very much like the usual Prolog rules 
for append. 
Narrowing Grammar rules are used much like the rewrite rules in [22], but with 
a specialized outermost narrowing strategy described in the next section. With this 
strategy, the narrowing of ( [a] * , [b] ) to [a, b] along with the rules used in 
each step is as follows: 
( [al *, Lb1 ) 
Rewritten Term Rule Used in Rewriting 
+ (([al, [al*), [bl) (x*)-(x, (x*)). 
+ ([al ([ I, Cal”)], [bl) ( [XILll , L2)_[XI (Ll, L2) 
+ [al (([ I, [al*), [bl)l ( [XILll I L2)_[XI (Ll, L2) 
-+ [al ([al*, Lb])1 ([ l,L)=L. 
- [al ( 1 I, Lb1 ) 1 (x*)-L 1. 
+ [a, bl ([ l,L)=L. 
1 . 
In a similar way, all other lists matching the pattern a*b could be produced. 
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Section 2 presents the formal definition of Narrowing Grammar and illustrates 
how it can be used to produce both pattern generators and pattern acceptors. 
Section 3 proposes a simple way to compile Narrowing Grammar rules to logic 
programs and section 4 describes some important features of Narrowing Grammar. 
Section 5 then goes on to compare Narrowing Grammar with several established 
logic grammars, showing how these logic grammars can be transformed to Narrow- 
ing Grammar. We also demonstrate the versatility of Narrowing Grammar for 
language analysis by illustrating its use in several natural-language examples. 
2. NARROWING GRAMMAR 
2.1. Formalism of Narrowing Grammar 
Definition 2.1. A term is either a variable, or an expression of the form 
f(t ,, . . . , t,), where f is a n-ary function symbol, II 2 0, and each ti is a term. A 
ground term is a term with no variables. 
Definition 2.2. A Narrowing Grammar is a finite set of rules of the form: 
LHS *RHS, 
where 
(1) LHS is any term except a variable, and RHS is a term. 
(2) If LHS =f (t ,, . . . , t,), then each ti is a term in normal form (see Definition 
2.4). 
Definition 2.3. Constructor symbols are function symbols that never appear as the 
outermost function symbol in LHS, for any rule LHS 3 RHS. 
A simplified term is a term whose outermost function symbol is a constructor 
symbol. By convention also, every variable is taken to be a simplified term. Note 
that no LHS of any rule can be a simplified term. In this paper, we will assume 
that the function symbols for lists (namely, the empty list [ I and cons [ _ I-], as 
in Edinburgh Prolog syntax) are constructor symbols. Much in the way that 
constructors provide a notion of “values” in a rewrite system [19], constructors 
here provide a notion of “terminal symbols” of a grammar. 
Definition 2.4. A term is said to be in normal form if all of its subterms are 
simplified. Since every variable is taken to be a simplified term, a term in normal 
form can be non-ground. 
Definition 2.5. Let p, q be terms where p is not a variable, and let s be a 
nonvariable subterm of p (which we write p = r[sl). If there exists a rule 
(LHS 3 RHS) (which we assume has no variables in common with p>, for which 
there is a most general unifier 8 of LHS and s, and q = (r[RHSl)O (the result 
of replacing s by RHS and applying the substitution 01, then we say p narrows 
to q. A narrowing is a sequence of terms p,,p2,. . . , p, such that p, narrows to 
P 1+1 for 1 I i 5 n - 1. A narrowing is successful if p, is simplified. 
Generally speaking, a rewrite system will specify a mechanism for selecting a 
subterm s from a given term p, to determine what to narrow. This mechanism is 
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then used successively with the actual rewriting mechanism to implement narrow- 
ing. Below we define NU-nawowing, a specialized outermost narrowing strategy for 
Narrowing Grammar. 
Definition 2.6: NU-step. p + q, or p narrows to q in an NU-step with substitution 
f3,2 if p is not a variable and either 
(1) (p 3 q) is unifiable with some rule, that is, (p j q>0 = (LHS = RHS>e, or 
(2) p=f(s;,...,sJ h w ere either f is a constructor symbol, or there is a rule 
(LHS = RHS) such that LHS =f(t,,. . ., t,) yet LHS and p are not unifi- 
able-so “outermost narrowing” with this rule is not (yet) possible-and for 
some i between 1 and y1 
q=f(s,,...,s;~,,sl,s;+,,...,s,)e, 
where (recursively) si narrows to S; in one NU-step with substitution 13. 
Leaving the substitution implicit, we also sometimes say simply that p narrows to q 
in an NU-step. 
Definition 2.7: NU-narrowing. An NU-narrowing is a narrowing p,, p2,. . . , such 
that for each i > 0, pi narrows to pi+, in an NU-step. 
We also write p ; q if p NU-narrows to q in zero or more steps. 
Definition 2.8: Simplification. A simplification is an NU-narrowing 
PI,P2,...,Pn 
such that p,, is simplified and no other p, is simplified. 
NU-narrowing is specialized as an outermost narrowing for two reasons. First, 
the nonunifiability requirement on p and LHS in case (2) above permits only 
outermost narrowing, except when narrowing of inner terms might lead to the 
applicability of a rule. Second, NU-step narrowing need not be left-to-right: the 
argument si in case (2) can be chosen arbitrarily. 
For instance, given the Narrowing Grammar rules 
a-c. 
b-L 1. 
c=c. 
g(X, [ I)‘[ l- 
the only leftmost outermost narrowing is the nonterminating narrowing 
g(a, b), g(c, b), g(c, b) I*** 
However, NU-narrowing provides the following simplification: 
g(a, b) +g(a, [ I) -+ [ 1. 
To help make the definition of NU-narrowing clear, in Appendix A we provide 
logic programs that defines NU-step, NU-narrowing, and simplification. 
‘The significance of the prefix “NU-” in “NU-step” comes from the fact that we use a special 
strategy to select a subterm for narrowing, and this strategy selects terms in an outermost, or Normal 
order, fashion. Unification is implicitly used by this strattgy. 
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Definition 2.9. A stream is a list of ground terms. A stream pattern is a term that 
has an NU-narrowing to a stream. Below we abbreviate this to pattern, because 
in this paper we will study only stream patterns. 
2.2. Specifying Patterns with Narrowing Grammar 
We illustrate how useful patterns can be developed in Narrowing Grammar with a 
sequence of examples. 
Example 2.1: Regular expressions. As we suggested earlier, regular expressions can 
be defined easily with Narrowing Grammar rules: 
(X+) ax. 
(X+) ax, (X+). 
lx*) = [ 1. 
(x*1 *x, lx*). 
(X; Y) ‘X. 
(X; Y) _Y. 
([ I, L) _L. 
([XILll I L2) - [Xl(Ll, L2)l. 
The operators ‘+ ’ and I* ’ define the familiar Kleene plus and Kleene star regular 
expressions, respectively. 1 ; 1 is a disjunctive pattern operator, while I, ’ defines 
pattern concatenation, very much like the usual Prolog rules for append. 
Example 2.2: Counting repeated occurrences of a pattern. Suppose we wish to count 
the number of times an uninterrupted sequence of one or more a’s is followed by a 
b in a stream. The regular expression pattern ( [a] + , [b] ) , represents the 
sequences of interest, and we can count the number of their occurrences with the 
pattern 
number ( ( [al + , Lb1 ) , Total) 
if we include the following Narrowing Grammar rules: 
number(Pattern, Total) *number(Pattem, Total, 0). 
number(Pattern, Total, Total)- [ 1. 
number(Pattern, Total, Count) *Pattern, number(Pattern, 
Total, succ(Count)). 
Here Total is unified with the number of occurrences of Pat tern in a stream 
that is matched with the pattern number (Pattern, Total). We assume 
succ (x) yields the value of X+ 1 when simplified. 
From the example above it is clear that the Narrowing Grammar rules have a 
functional flavor. Stream operators are easily expressed using recursive functional 
programs. In addition, number is higher-order because it takes an arbitrary pattern 
as an argument. The definitions for I+ ‘, ’ * ‘, I ; ‘, I, : etc., above are also 
higher-order in that they have rules like 
(X+) ax. 
which rewrite terms to their arguments. 
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Example 2.3: Coroutined pattern matching. Consider the following Narrowing 
Grammar rules: 3 
s_abc*ab_c//a_bc. 
ab_c*pair([a], [b]), [cl*. 
a_bc* [a]*, pair([b], [cl 1 . 
pair(X, Y)*[ 1. 
pair(X, Y) *X, pair(X, Y), y. 
([XIXSI li [XIYSI) * [XIXs//Ysl. 
([ I//[ I)-[ 1. 
This grammar defines the non-context-free language (a”b”c”ln 2 0) using context- 
free-like rules. The first rule for s-abc imposes simultaneous (parallel) constraints 
(anb”c* and a*b”cn) on streams generated by the grammar. That is, it relies on the 
fact that 
{a”h”c”ln 2 0) = {a)‘bric*ln 2 0} f- (a*bncnJn 2 0). 
The operator / / yields the stream pattern [X I xs / / YS ] when its two argument 
patterns narrow, respectively, to [X I xs ] and [X I YS] . The effect is “coroutined” 
narrowing of the two argument patterns, since the arguments are recursively 
constrained to narrow to streams whose heads match. Ultimately / / constrains 
both argument patterns to narrow to the same stream. In the next section we show 
that narrowing can be used both in generation and acceptance, so coroutined 
patterns in a stream can be simultaneously generated or accepted. 
2.3. Pattern Generation and Acceptance with Narrowing Grammar 
Example 2.4: Coroutined pattern matching. Suppose that we want to specify all 
streams in which the symbol a precedes the symbol c and the symbol b precedes 
the symbol c, but the relative order of a and b is unimportant. We can use the 
pattern 
precedes( [al, [cl) // precedest [bl, [cl) 
if we also include the following Narrowing Grammar rules: 
([XIXsl// [XIYSI) =+ [XIXs//Ys]. 
([ I//[ I)* [ 1. 
precedes(x, Y) * eventually(x), eventually(Y) 
eventually(X)dX. 
eventually(X)- [-Ieventually(X 
In this situation the / / operator composes multiple specifications into a larger 
specification. We now show that the pattern specification just defined can be used 
both as a generator and as an acceptor of streams. 
“Fernando Pereira suggested this example. 
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2.3.1. Pattern Generation with Narrowing Grammar. The stream [ a, b , c ] can be 
generated with interleaved narrowing of the two patterns precedes ( [a] , [c] ) 
and precedes([b], [c I 1 with the following NU-narrowing: 
precedes([a], [cl) //precedes( [bl, [cl) 
+ (eventually([a]), eventually([c]))//precedes([b], [cl) 
+ ( [al, eventually([cl))//precedes([bl, [cl) 
+ [al([ I, eventually([cl))]//precedes([b], [cl) 
--) [al([ I, eventually([c]))]//(eventually([b]), 
eventually([c])) 
--) [al([ I, eventually([c]))l// ([_leventually([bl)l, 
eventually([c])) 
-+ [al([ I, eventually([c]))]//[_I (eventually([b]), 
eventually ( [c] ) ) ] 
+[al(([ I, eventually([c]))//(eventually(~bl), 
eventually ( [c] ) ) ) ] 
~Cal(([ I, [_leventually([c])])// (eventually([b]), 
eventually([c])))] 
+ [al ([_leventually([cl)l//(eventually([bl), 
eventually([c])))] 
al([-leventually([cl)l//([bl, eventually([c])))] 
al([-leventually~~cl)l//[bl([ 1, eventually([c]))])] 
a, bl (eventually( [cl )// CC 3, eventually([c]))) ] 
a, bl([cl//([ I, eventually([cl)))l 
a, bl([cl//(C I, [cl))1 
a, b ( [cl / / [cl ) 1 
a, b, cl(L I//[ I)1 
a, b, cl 
Similarly the stream Lb, a, c ] can also be generated. 
2.3.2. Pattern Acceptance with Narrowing Grammar. Our approach for pattern 
acceptance is to introduce a new pair of Narrowing Grammar rules specifying 
pattern matching. The entire definition is the following pair of rules for match: 
match([ I, S) =S. 
match([XIL], [XISI) -match(L, S). 
match can take a pattern as its first argument, and an input stream as its second 
argument. If the pattern narrows to the empty list [ 1, match simply succeeds. On 
the other hand, if the pattern narrows to IX I ~1, then the second argument to 
match must also narrow to [x / S ] . Intuitively, match can be thought of as 
applying a pattern (the first argument) to an input stream (the second argument), in 
an attempt to find a prefix of the stream that the grammar defining the pattern can 
generate. 
%!MO.I.IIZN yxg ~.muw~.~~ aye .103 ~U!MO.LIIXI-~N tuatualdur! swe&!o~d BugInsal 
ayl wmi3o.Id z$?o~ 01 xxuure_~~ %!MO.I.IIZN al!dwo:, 01 wyy.~o%le ue aqyap a~ 
SIWX30Xd 31307 03~ WIAWWl3 3NIMOX2IVN d0 NOLLVTIdbU03 ‘E 
19z HVWWV2IE) 9NIMOtltlVN 
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Grammar rule is compiled into a single Prolog clause, which incrementally applies 
the outermost evaluation scheme of NU-narrowing using that rule. 
Algorithm 3. I: Compilation of narrowing grammar 
(1) For each n-ary constructor symbol c (n 2 O), and for distinct variables 
X ,, . . ., X,,, generate the clause: 
simplify(c(X,,...,X,,),c(X,,...,X,)). 
(2) For each rule LHS = RHS, where LHS =f (L,, . . . , L,), perform the follow- 
ing: 
(a> If no variable in LHS appears more than once, let equality-conjunction 
be empty, and let LHS’ = LHS. 
Otherwise suppose that the variables appearing more than once in 
LHS, in the order of their appearance, are X,, . . . , X,, m 2 1, where X, 
appears altogether qi times (1 5 i 5 m>. Let equality-conjunction be the 
conjunction of goals 
eclual([X,,,...,X,4,],XI),...,equal([X,~,,....X,,,,,~],X,,). 
Also let LHS’ =f(L;,. ., LA) be LHS, but with the jth instance of 
variable X,, counting from left to right, replaced with a new variable X;, 
(1 5 i 5 m, 1 Sj 5 qi>. 
(b) For each argument L; of LHS’ (1 s k I n>, define the variables A, and 
the conjunction nu_narrow_conjunction(A,, L;) recursively as follows: 
(i) If L; is a variable, then A, is the same as L,, and nu_narrow_ 
conjunctiord A,, LL > is empty. 
(ii) If L; is the normal form c(T,, . . . , T,), so c is a constructor symbol 
of arity p 2 0, then A, is a new variable and nu_narrow_ 
conjunction( A,, LL) is the conjunction of goals 
simplify(Ak,c(V,,...,Vy)), nu_narrow_conjunction( V, , T, ) , 
. . . ,nu_narrow_conjunction( yI, T,,), 
where V,,..., V, are new variables. 
(c) Finally, let Out be a new variable and generate the clause: 
simplify(f( A ,,..., A,,),Out) 
: - nu_narrow_conjunction( A,, L; ) 
, . . . , nu_narrow_conjunction( A,,, LL), 
equality-conjunction, s imp 1 i f y( RHS, Out) . 
Recall that restriction (2) in Definition 2.2 requires each L, to be in normal form 
(1 _< k sn). This is exploited in the compilation. Also, this restriction implies that 
narrowings with Narrowing Grammar rules always proceed to simplified forms. 
Table 1 lists some Narrowing Grammar rules together with the Prolog clauses 
resulting from their compilation. 
It is not hard to see that if simplify(p, q) is a consequence of the compiled 
clauses, then q must be simplified. Furthermore, there must be an NU-narrowing 
from p to q. Any derivation from the goal s imp1 i fy(f(t,, . , t,,), q> must use a 
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TABLE 1. Narrowing Grammar Rules and Prolog Clauses 
match([ I, S) =S. simplify(match(A, S), Out):- 
simplify(A, [ I), 
slmplify(.S, Out). 
match([XIL], [XISI) =) 
match(L, S). 
simplify(match(A, B), Out) :- 
simplify(A, [XlILl), 
simplify(B, 1X2lSl). 
equal([Xl, X21, X1, 
simplify(match(L, S), Out). 
(X+1 =x. 
(X+1 ax, (X+) 
(I I, L) *;. 
([XlLll, I,21 =a 
[Xliil, L3)l. 
ordered( I 1) *true. 
ordered([X]) -true. 
simplifyc (X+), Out) :- 
simplifyix, Out). 
simplifyilX+), Out):- 
slmpiifyi CX, (X+1 ), Out). 
simplifyt (A, L), Out) :- 
simplify(A, [ I), 
simplify(L, Out). 
simpllfy((A, L2), Out):- 
simplify(A, [XlLl]), 
simplify([Xl(Ll, L2)], Out). 
simplify(ordered(A), Out):- 
simpllfy(A, I I), 
slmplify(true, Out). 
simplify(ordered(A1, Out):- 
simplify(A, [XIV] 1, 
siwlify(V, [ I), 
simplifyftrue, Out). 
ordered([X, YIL]) * 
if(leq(X, Y), 
ordered([YlLl)). 
simplify(ordered(A), Out):- 
simplify(A, [XIV]), 
simplify(V, [YILI 1, 
simplify(if(leq(X, Y), 
orderedt [YILI) I, out). 
ifttrue, X) *X. slmplify(if(A, Xl, Out):- 
simplify(A, true), 
simpiify(X, Outi. 
Prolog clause 
simplify(f(A,,...,A,),Out):- 
nu_narrow_conjunction(A,, L;),..., 
nu_nawow_conjunction( A,,) Li,)) 
simplify(RHS,Out). 
resulting from the rule f< L ,, . . . , L,) = RHS. In SLD-derivation with this clause, 
arguments are either matched directly or are recursively simplified. Argument 
simplifications are followed by a derivation from the subgoal simpl i fy(RHS, Out), 
which also recursively effects a simplification of RHS. Concatenating these simpli- 
fications, we find that simplify effects a simplification. We state this more 
formally by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. I. Suppose X and Y are terms for which there is a successful Prolog-deriL)a- 
tion for the goal simplify (X, Y >, and within ,this derk’ation no deriuation is made for 
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a subgoal simplify (V, W > where V is a variable. Then simplification (X, Y > has a 
successful SLD-derivation. 
The proofs of this theorem and its converse appear in Appendix B. 
4. WHAT IS NEW ABOUT NARROWING GRAMMAR 
In this section we summarize several important features of Narrowing Grammar. 
Some of these features are novel in the context of grammar formalisms, while 
others are not. The combination of these features is certainly new and interesting, 
in any event. 
4.1. New Model of Acceptance in Logic Grammar 
Many logic grammars can be straightforwardly translated to Prolog. For example, 
each DCG rule is translated to a Prolog clause by adding a difference list to each 
nonterminal symbol giving the input and output streams. 
sent-+np, vp. 
sent(S, SO):-np(S, Sl), vp(S1, SO). 
Narrowing Grammar rules use a simple definition of match for language accep- 
tance. 
match([ 1, S)*S. 
match([XIS], [XIL])*match(S, L). 
With the Narrowing Grammar rules 
sent- np, vp. 
np* [john]. 
VP* [runs]. 
match(sent, S) takes an input pattern as the first argument, NU-narrows it to a 
simplified term and matches against the input stream (the second argument). For 
instance, with the starting pattern sent, Narrowing Grammar generates the 
stream [john, runs]: 
sent 
+np, vp 
+ [johnI, VP 
-+ [johnl ([ I, VP) 1 
-+ [johnl ([ I, [runs]) 1 
-+ [john, runs] 
When applied with match, Narrowing Grammar accepts the stream [ j ohn, 
runs]: 
match(sent, [john, runs]) 
+match((np, VP), [john, runs]) 
+match(([john], VP), [john, runs]) 
+match([johnI([ I, VP)], [john, runs]) 
-+match(( [ 1, VP), [runs11 
+match( ([ I, [runs]), [runs]) 
+match( [runs], [runs] ) 
+match([ I, 1 I) 
+[ 1 
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4.2. Higher-Order Specification, Extensibility, and Modularity 
Narrowing Grammar is higher-order. Specifically, Narrowing Grammar is higher- 
order in the sense that patterns can be passed as input arguments to patterns, and 
patterns can yield patterns as outputs. 
For example, the enumeration pattern number (- , _ ) defined in Example 2.2 is 
higher-order, as its first argument is a pattern. The whole pattern ( [a] + , [bl ) 
can be used as an argument, as in: 
number( ([a]+, [bl), Total). 
It is well known that a higher-order capability increases expressiveness of a 
language, since it makes it possible to develop generic functions that can be 
combined in a multitude of ways [14]. As a consequence, Narrowing Grammar 
rules are highly reusable and can be usefully collected in a library. In short, 
Narrowing Grammar is modular. Narrowing Grammar is also extensible, since it 
permits definition of new grammatical constructs, as the number and / / examples 
showed earlier. 
4.3. Lazy Er;aluation, Stream Processing, and Coroutining 
Leftmost outermost reduction is also called normal-order reduction. This outside-in 
evaluation of an expression tends to evaluate arguments of function symbols only 
on demand-i.e., only when the argument values are needed. That is, outside-in 
evaluation can be “lazy.” 
Lazy evaluation is intimately related with a programming paradigm referred to 
as stream processing [231. Note that in this paper, a stream pattern is a term that 
will narrow to a list of ground terms. We are not aware of previous work 
connecting stream processing and grammars, although the connection is a natural 
one. Lazy evaluation and stream processing also have intimate connections with 
coroutining [17]. Coroutining is the interleaving of evaluation (here, narrowing) of 
two expressions. It is applicable frequently in stream processing. For example, 
narrowing of the stream pattern 
( [al *, Lb1 ) 
interleaves the narrowing of [a 1 * with the narrowing of (_, [ bl ) . The sample 
narrowing of this pattern in Section 1 shows that the actual interleaving-first 
[a 1 * is narrowed for two NU-steps, then ( _ , [ bl ) for one NU-step, then [a] * 
for two NU-steps, and finally (_, [ bl ) for one NU-step. The effect of the 
outermost narrowing of the combined stream pattern is precisely to interleave 
these two narrowings. 
A specific advantage of lazy evaluation in parsing, then, is that coroutined 
recognition of multiple patterns in a stream becomes accessible to the grammar 
writer. The coroutining rules 
([XIXsl// [XIYSI) 3 [XlXs//Ysl. 
CL I//[ I)-[ 1. 
make explicitly coroutined pattern matching possible. Essentially / / narrows each 
of its arguments, obtaining respectively [X I xs 1 and [x I YS I. Having obtained 
these simplified terms, it suspends narrowing of xs and YS until further evaluation 
is necessary. An immediate advantage of lazy evaluation here is reduced computa- 
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tion. Without lazy evaluation, both arguments would be completely simplified 
before pattern matching took place; failure to unify the heads of these completely 
evaluated arguments would then mean that many unnecessary narrowing steps on 
the tails of the arguments had been performed. 
Computation with infinite structures, such as in stream processing, can be 
interpreted more elegantly in the context of lazy narrowing than in that of logic 
programming. Suppose we want to determine the first n elements of a stream. In 
Prolog we could write: 
first(O, X, [ 1). 
first(s(X), [UIVI, [UIW]):-first(X, 17, W). 
stream([OlX]):-stream(X). 
Now, if we want to compute the first element of the list computed by stream, we 
can use the query 
?-stream(X), first(s(O), X, Z). 
However, since stream might generate an infinite stream of terms, this query will 
not always work. By arranging the subgoals as in Prolog [S] or Concurrent Prolog 
[28], stream and first can be coroutined. That is, whenever a new element is 
generated by stream, control transfers to first. Thus by extending SLD-resolu- 
tion to a concurrent form of deduction we can succeed. 
On the other hand, we can express this problem more elegantly with Narrowing 
Grammar. With the definition 
first(O, X)* [ 1. 
first(s(X), [UIV]) * [Ulfirst(X, V)]. 
if stream is defined by 
stream- [O Istream]. 
then the normal form of first ( s ( 0 ) , stream ) is [ 0 ] . The problem is easily 
addressed within the framework of narrowing. 
4.4. The Power of Unification 
Unification arises naturally in parsing. Narrowing Grammar captures the power of 
unification, permitting arguments of terms in rewrite rules to be used not only as 
inputs, but also as grammar outputs 1261. Like many logic grammars, Narrowing 
Grammar allows arbitrary structures to be built in the process of parsing. 
As an example, we can even parse English-like sentences using these Narrowing 
Grammar rules. Consider the following Narrowing Grammar directly adapted from 
[lo], where duplicate LHS variables are equated via unification. 
s(P) =np(X, Pl, P), vp(X, Pl). 
np(X, P, P) *propernoun( 
np(X, S, P) Garticle(X, R, S, Pl), noun(X, L, R), 
complements(L, Pl, P) . 
VP(X, P) *verb(X, L, Pl), complements(L, Pl, P). 
complements([ I, P, P) d [ 1. 
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complements([K-XI/], Pl, P) -case(K), np(X, Pl, P2), 
complements(L, P2, P). 
case(object)d [ 1. 
case(from) 3 [from]. 
case(of) +. [of]. 
article(X, R, S, a(X, R, S))-[a]. 
article(X, R, S, the(X, R, S)) - [the]. 
a;ticle(X, R, S, each(x, R, S)) 2 [each]. 
noun(X, [ I, disk(X)) +. [disk]. 
noun(X, 1 1 , CPU(X) ) - [CPU]. 
noun(Y, [of-Xl, failureof(X, Y)) * [failure]. 
propernoun(cpu(hal))* [hall. 
propernoun(disk(rsd2))* [rsd2]. 
verb(X, [object-Y], signaled(x, Y)) =) [signaled]. 
CL I, L)dL. 
([NLll I L2)_ [Xl(Ll, L2)]. 
With this Narrowing Grammar and the definition of match, the Prolog goal 
??simplify(match(s(P), [hal, signaled, the, 
failure, of, a, disk]), [ I). 
yields the resulting parse tree 
a(B, disk(B), the (A,failureof(B, A), 
signaled(cpu(hal), A))). 
4.5. Limitations of First-Order Logic Grammars 
First-order logic grammars do not permit direct specification of grammar rules of 
the form: 
goal(X) + ".,X;.., 
where x is a variable. Therefore, it is hard to write grammars that behave like 
number given earlier. This is a basic limitation. 
Abrahamson [l] has addressed this limitation by introducing a meta-nonterminal 
symbol, written meta( where X may be instantiated to any terminal or nonter- 
minal symbol. During parsing, an X is to be recognized at the point where 
meta is used in a grammar rule. Abramson suggested two ways to implement 
me&X>. The first method makes an interpretive metacall wherever me&X) is 
used. (This is a special case of the approach used by the phrase metapredicate in 
Quintus and SICStus Prolog.) The other approach is to preprocess the rules 
containing meta( so as to generate a new set of rules with no calls to meta( 
However, this preprocessing can generate extra nonterminals and rules. 
The same problem was pointed out in [20], where Moss proposed a translation 
technique by using a single predicate name for non-terminals. For instance, Moss 
translates the DCG rule 
goal(X)+X 
to the Prolog clause 
nonterminal(goal(X), SO, S) :-nonterminal(X, SO, S) . 
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There is one final limitation. Even with the techniques suggested by Abramson [1] 
and Moss [20], the lazy evaluation or coroutining aspects of Narrowing Grammar 
are not easily attained with first-order logic grammars. To attain them, a new 
evaluation strategy is needed for these grammars, implemented via either a 
meta-interpreter or a compiler like that in last section. 
5. COMPARISON WITH OTHER LOGIC GRAMMARS 
5.1. Review of Logic Grammars 
A logic grammar has rules that can be represented as Horn clauses, and thus 
implemented by logic programming languages such as Prolog. These logic grammar 
rules are translated into Prolog clauses which can then be executed for either 
acceptance or generation of the language specified. 
The most popular approach to parsing in Prolog is Definite Clause Grammar 
(DCG). DCG is a special case of Colmerauer’s Metamorphosis Grammar [9]. It 
extends context-free grammar in three ways: 
(1) DCG provides context dependency. 
(2) DCG allows arbitrary tree structures to be built in the process of parsing. 
(3) DCG allows extra conditions to be added to the rules, permitting auxiliary 
computations. 
Consider the following example which is taken from [24]. 
noun(N)+ [WI, {rootform(W, N), is-noun(N)}. 
noun (N) is a nonterminal, and [W] is a terminal. It can be read as “a phrase 
identified as the noun N may consist of the single word W, where N is the root form 
of w and N is a noun.” 
DCG syntax is little more than “syntactically sugared” Prolog syntax. There is a 
simple procedure for compiling each DCG rule to a Prolog clause. The basic idea 
is to add a difference-list argument to each nonterminal symbol, giving the input 
and output streams [26, 291. Below is an example of some DCG rules and their 
compilation to Prolog: 
a+b, c. a(S0, S):-b(S0, Sl), c(S1, S). 
a+ [WI. a(S0, S):- connects(S0, W, S) . 
a+b, id}. s(S0, S):-b(S0, S), call(d). 
The definition of connects is: 
connects([H/T], H, T) . 
Metamorphosis Grammar (MG [9]) generalizes DCG and permits rules of the 
form 
LHS, T"RHS 
where LHS is a nonterminal and T is one or more terminals. For instance, the MG 
rule 
becpresent), [not] + [isnt]. 
allows terminal symbol to be inserted to the head of the stream. Its translation to 
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Prolog is: 
be(present, SO, S) :-connects(S0, isnt, Sl), 
connects(S, not, Sl). 
In spite of the power of DCG, it is not convenient for the definition of certain 
constructions in natural languages such as “movement-trace” or “filler-gap” con- 
structions in which a constituent seems to have been moved from another position 
in the sentence. Extraposition Grammar (XG [25]) allows everything found in DCG 
and allows, in addition, rules like the following: 
LHS . ..T + RHS. 
where RHS is any sequence of terminals, nonterminals, and tests, as in DCG. The 
left side of an XG rule can be a nonterminal followed by , . . . , and by any finite 
sequence of terminals or nonterminals. The example can be read as “LHS can be 
expanded to RHS if the category T appears later in the input stream.” 
Gapping Grammar (GG [12]) can be viewed as a generalization of XG. These 
grammars permit one to indicate where intermediate, unspecified substrings can be 
skipped, left unanalyzed during one part of the parse and possibly reordered by the 
rule’s application for later analysis by other rules. Consider the following example, 
which is taken from [12]. 
a, gap(X), b, gap(Y), c+gap(Y), c, b, gap(X). 
This GG rule can be applied successfully to either of the strings a, e , f , b, 
d, c and a, b, d, e, f , c. Application of the rule yields d, c , b, e , f 
andd, e, f, c, b respectively. Therefore, the above GG rule can be viewed as 
a shorthand for, among others, the two rules: 
a, e, f, b, d, cjd, c, b, e, f 
a, b, d, e, f, c+d, e, f, c, b. 
Narrowing Grammar is a lazy functional logic grammar formalism. It combines 
concepts from logic programming, rewriting, lazy evaluation, and logic grammar 
formalisms such as DCG. In particular, it simultaneously affords the expressive 
power of both functions and relations. The semantics of Narrowing Grammar is 
defined by NU-step, which is different from existing logic grammar formalisms. 
In the following sections, we show how to transform four established logic 
grammars to Narrowing Grammar. These are Definite Clause Grammar (DCG), 
Metamorphosis Grammar (MG), Extraposition Grammar (XG) and Gapping 
Grammar (GG). The latter three are extensions of DCG and provide some 
context-sensitive constructs. There is a straightforward transformation from DCG 
to Narrowing Grammar. With only a few predefined Narrowing Grammar rules, 
Narrowing Grammar can simulate the context-sensitive constructs of MG, XG and 
GG. We also demonstrate the versatility of Narrowing Grammar for language 
analysis by illustrating its use in several natural language examples: coordination, 
left- and right-extraposition. 
To be honest, it is difficult to “compare” the various logic grammars with 
Narrowing Grammar, since they do different things well. All logic grammars have 
concentrated on implementing certain kinds of constructs with reasonable perfor- 
mance. The sections below explore how nontrivial logic grammar constructs can be 
expressed in Narrowing Grammar, because this is instructive. In this paper, we are 
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demonstrating that Narrowing Grammar is expressive, but are not investigating its 
performance in detail. 
5.2. Narrowing Grammar and Definite Clause Grammar 
We show how a pure DCG rule can be transformed to a Narrowing Grammar rule 
so that both describe the same language. 
(1) Essentially, DCG rules can be translated to Narrowing Grammar rules by 
changing all occurrences of + to * and by including the Narrowing 
Grammar definition for ‘, ‘. 
([ I, L)=,L. 
([XILll, L2) - [Xl(Ll, L2)l. 
(2) '; ' of DCG can be defined at the grammatical level in Narrowing Gram- 
mar. 
(X; Y) -x. 
(X; Y) *Y. 
5.3. Narrowing Grammar and Metamorphosis Grammar 
MG [9] permits rules of the form 
LHS, T+RHS 
where LHS is a nonterminal and T is one or more terminals. The MG rule can be 
read as “LHS can be expanded to RHS if T appears in the head of the input stream 
after RHS is parsed.” We can capture the semantics of this MG rule in Narrowing 
Grammar by defining two more rules for ‘, ’ as follows (here delete is a 
constructor): 
(delete( [X121), [XlY])*delete(Z), Y. 
(delete([ I), Y) *Y. 
and transform the MG rule to 
LHS-RHS, delete(T). 
Note, however, that with Narrowing Grammar T can be any pattern, not just a 
stream of terminals. 
Example 5.1. Consider the following MG and Narrowing Grammar rules which 
accept all strings of [a ] ‘s and [b] 's that have an equal number of [a] 's and 
[bl's. 
ns+ [ I. ns*[ 1. 
ns+na, ns, nb. ns-na, ns, nb. 
na+ [a]. na* [al. 
na, [term(nb)]-+nb, na. na*nb, na, delete(nb) . 
nb+ [b]. nb* [bl. 
nb- [term(nb)]. 
The [term (nb) ] “terminal” permits the MG to treat the nonterminal nb tem- 
porarily as a terminal. However, the grammar will recognize/generate a superset 
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of the desired language. Note that this artifice is not needed with Narrowing 
Grammar. 
A derivation showing one possible stream is generated from the start symbol 
ns: 
ns 
'na, ns, nb 
+ (nb, na, delete(n ns, nb 
+([bl, na, deletetnb)), ns, nb 
+ [bl ([ I, (na, delete(nb) ns, nb 
-+ [bl (([ I, (na, delete(nb))), ns, nb)l 
+ [bi ((na, delete(nb) ), ns, nb)l 
+ [bl ( ( [al, deletetnb) ), ns, nb)l 
+ [bl([al([ 1, delete(nb))l, ns, nb)l 
+ Lb, al(([ I, delete(nb) ), ns, nb)l 
-+ Lb, al (deletelnb), ns, nb)l 
+ [b, al(delete([bl), ns, nb)l 
+ [b, al(delete([bl), [ I, nb)l 
+ [b, al (deleted [bl), nb)l 
+ [b, al(delete([bl), [bl)l 
+ [b, al(delete([ I), [ I)1 
+ [b, al 
5.4. Narrowing Grammar and Extraposition Grammar 
One commonly used XG rule is of the form 
LHS...T + RHS. 
nonterminals. The XG rule can be read as “LHS can 
appears later in the input stream.” We can capture the 
in Narrowing Grammar by defining three more rules 
delete-any is a constructor): 
Here LHS is a nonterminal symbol and T is any finite sequence of terminals or 
be expanded to RHS if T 
semantics of this XG rule 
for 1, ’ as follows (here 
Y. (delete_any( [XIZI), [XIY])ddelete(Z), 
(delete_any([ I), Y)*Y. 
(delete-any(X), [YIZI) =c. [YI (delete-any(X), Z)]. 
and transform the XG rule to 
LHS=RHS, delete-any(T). 
As compared to MG, one extra rule (the last rule) for ’ , ’ is needed due to . . . 
in the LHS of an XG rule. It is because the pattern T can appear anywhere later in 
the input stream. 
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Example 5.2: Left-extraposition. Pereira pointed out that relative clauses can be 
handled with rules like the following: 
l-re 
s+np, vp. 
np-+det, n, optiona 
np+ [john]. 
np+ [trace]. 
vp+v. 
vp+v, np. 
v-+ [write]. 
ative. 
optional_relative-+ [ 1. 
optional_relative+relative. 
relativejrel-marker, s. 
rel_marker... [trace]+rel_pro. 
rel_pro+ [that]. 
The left-extraposition XG rule 
rel-remarker.. . [tracel-trel-pro. 
is transformed to 
rel_marker*rel_pro, delete_any([trace]) . 
All other rules can be transformed to Narrowing Grammar rules by changing all 
occurrences of + to j . 
A NU-narrowing showing how the relative clause ( [ that, j ohn , wrote ] ) 
can be generated: 
relative 
+rel_marker, s 
-+ (rel-pro, delete_any([trace])), s 
- ([that], delete_any([trace])), s 
-+ [thatl([ I, delete_any([trace]))], s 
--f [that1 (([ I, delete_any([trace])), s)] 
+ [that1 (deleteany([trace]), s)] 
-+ [thatI(deleteany([trace]), (np, VP))] 
-+ [thatI(deleteany([trace]), ([john], VP))] 
+[thatI(deleteany([trace]), [johnl([ I, VP)])] 
-+ [that, johnl (deleteany( [trace]), CL 1, VP) )I 
+ [that, johnI(deleteany([trace]), VP)] 
-+ [that, johnl (delete_any([trace]), (v, np))] 
+ [that, johnl(delete_any([trace]), ([wrote], np))] 
+ [that, johnl (deleteany([trace]), [wrote1 ([ I, np) I) I 
+ [that, john, wrote 
+ [that, john, wrote 
+ [that, john, wrote 
-+ [that, john, wrote 
+ [that, john, wrote 
(delete_any( [trace]), CL I, np) 
(deleteany( [trace] 1, np) 1 
(deleteany( [trace] 1, [trace] )I 
(deleted E I) I [ III 
)I 
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The point to be made here is that commonly used XG rules can be transformed to 
Narrowing Grammar rules easily. 
5.5. Narrowing Grammar and Gapping Grammar 
In Section 5.4, we described how Narrowing Grammar simulates left-extraposition 
of XG, here we show how Narrowing Grammar simulates right-extraposition of 
GG. Consider a special class of GG rules [12] of the form 
LHS, gap(X), T+gap(X) ,RHS. 
where LHS is a nonterminal symbol and T is any finite sequence of terminals or 
nonterminals. This rule implements right-extraposition in linguistic theory. 
We can capture the semantics of this GG rule in Narrowing Grammar by 
defining rules for ’ , ’ with constructors replace (_, _) and 
replace_any(_,_) as follows: 
(replace([ I, R), Y)dR, Y. 
(replace([XILl, R), [XlY])*replace(L, R), Y. 
(replace-any( i I, R), Y)*R, Y. 
(replace_any([XlL], R) , [XIY]) -replace(L, R), Y. 
(replace_any(T, R) , [XIYI) * [XI(replace_any(T, R), Y)]. 
and transform the GG rule to 
LHS*replace_any(T, RHS) . 
Example 5.3: Left- and right-extraposition. In this example, we show how Narrowing 
Grammar simulates the right-extraposition of GG. The following grammar which is 
adapted from [13] parses sentences such as “The man is here that Jill saw.” 
s-+np, vp. 
npjdet, n, relative. 
np+n. 
np+ [term(np) I. 
vp+aux, camp. 
vp+v, np. 
relative-+rel_marker, s. 
relative+ [ 1. 
relative, gap(G) +gap(G), rightex. 
rel-marker, gap(G), [term(np)] +rel_pro, gap(G). 
rightex-rel-marker, s. 
camp+ [here]. 
aux-+ [is]. 
det-+ [the]. 
rel_pro+ [that]. 
n-* [man]. 
n+ [jill]. 
v* [saw]. 
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The left-extraposition GG rule4 
rel_marker, gap(G), [term(np)]+rel_pro, gap(G). 
is transformed to 
rel_marker*rel_pro, del_any([term(np)]) _ 
and the right-extraposition GG rule 
relative, gap(G)+gap(G), rightex. 
is transformed to 
relative*replace_any( [ I, rightex). 
All other rules can be transformed to Narrowing Grammar rules by changing all 
occurrences of + to * . Now we illustrate how the sentence 
The man is here that Jill saw 
can be generated from the Narrowing Grammar by giving a sequence of terms that 
can be produced by NU-narrowing of the Narrowing Grammar start symbol s: 
s 
+np, VP 
+ (det, n, relative), vp 
+ ([the], n, relative), vp 
+ [thel ([ 1, (n, relative))], vp 
+ [thel(([ 1, (n, relative)), VP)] 
+ [the1 ((n, relative), VP)] 
-+ [thel (([man], relative), VP)] 
+ [thel ([man1 ([ 1, relative)], VP)] 
+ [the, man1 (([ 1, relative), VP) )I 
+ [the, man (relative, vp) I 
--j [the, man1 (replace_any( [ 1, rightex), vp) I 
+ [the, man (replace_any( [ I, rightex), (aux, camp) )I 
+ [the, man1 (replace-any([ I, rightex), ([is], camp))] 
+ [the, man1 (replace-any( [ I, rightex), [isl ([ I, camp)])] 
+ [the, man, isl (replace-any( [ I, rightex), ([ I, camp)) I 
+ [the, man, is (replace-any([ I, rightex), camp) I 
+ [the, man, isl (replace_any( [ I, rightex), [here]) I 
[ I)1 +[the, man, is, here1 (replace-any( 
+ [the, man, is, herelrightex] 
[ I, rightex), 
4This rule is equivalent to the XG rule. 
rel_marker... [term (np) I + rel_pro. 
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The nonterminal rightex generates the stream [that, j ill, saw] as 
illustrated in Example 5.2. The point to be made here is that commonly used GG 
rules can be transformed to Narrowing Grammar rules easily. 
5.6. Case study: natural language anatjks. Coordination (grammatical construction 
with the conjunctions “and,” “or, ” “but”) has long been considered one of the 
most difficult natural-language phenomena to handle. The reduced coordinate 
constructions are of the form 
A XandY B, 
as in 
johndrove-&htz_car_through and completely --- -____ _- --- --- ----- - - - 
A X 
_demolisheda_window -----_I 
Y B 
where the unreduced deep structure corresponds to 
A X BandA Y B. 
The SYSCONJ facility for Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs 12, 321) was 
one of the most general and powerful metagrammatical devices for handling 
coordination in computational linguistics. Two logic grammar formalisms, Modifier 
Structure Grammar 1111 and Gapping Grammar [12, 131, were proposed later to 
handle coordination in natural language. 
In previous sections, we defined some context-sensitive constructs in Narrowing 
Grammar to simulate MG, XG and GG. In this case study, we apply the same 
predefined context-sensitive rules to specify natural-language phenomena such as 
coordination, left- and right-extraposition. Let’s first summarize all the context-sen- 
sitive Narrowing Grammar rules here: 
(delete([XlZ]), [XiY])*delete(Z), Y. 
(delete([ I), Y)*Y. 
(delete-any( [xlzl), [XIYI) *delete(Z), Y. 
(delete-any([ I), Y) -Y. 
(delete-any(X), [YIZI) 3 [YI(delete_any(X), z)]. 
(replace([ 1, R), Y) =R, Y. 
(rePlace( [XIL], R), [XIYI) *replace(L, R), y. 
(replace-any([ 1, R) , Y) =R, Y. 
(replace-anY( [XILI, R), [XIYI) dreplace(L, R), Y. 
(replace_any(T, R) , [XIYI) * [XI.(replace_any(T, R), Y)]. 
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Consider the following Narrowing Grammar rules for natural-language analysis 
with coordination, left- and right-extraposition: 
sent* s. 
sent - s', [and], sent. 
s*np, vp. 
sd [term(s)]. 
np*n. 
npadet, n, camp, relative. 
np=, [and], vp, delete(([and], [term(s)I 
np - [and], s, delete(([and], [term(s)])). 
np- [term(np)]. 
relative* [ 1. 
relative*rel_marker, sent. 
relative*replace_any([ 1, rightex). 
rel-marker-rel-pro, delete_any([term(np)]). 
rightexarel-marker, sent. 
vp*advl, v, camp. 
advl* [ 1. 
advl-adv. 
compd[ 1. 
comp=+np. 
comp*prep, np. 
rel_prod [that]. 
A NU-narrowing showing how the sentence with coordination “John drove the car 
through and completely demolished a window” is generated: 
sent 
+s, [and], sent. 
-+ (np, VP), [and], sent. 
5 [john] 
-+ [john] 
+ [johnl 
+ [johnl 
+ [johnl 
A [john, 
+ [john, 
-+ [john, 
* 
-+ [john, 
* 
-+ [john, 
+ [john, 
(VP, Land1 , sent) 1 . 
((advl, v, camp), [and], sent)]. 
(([ I, v, camp), [and], sent)]. 
( (v, camp) , [and], sent) 1 . 
(([drove], camp), [and], sent)]. 
drove1 (camp, [and], sent)]. 
drove] (np, [and], sent)]. 
drove1 ((det, n, camp, relative), [and], sent)]. 
drove, thel((n, camp, relative), [and], sent)]. 
drove, the, car] ((camp, relative), [and], sent)]. 
drove, the, carl( ((prep, np), relative), [and], 
sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through1 ((np, relative), [and], 
sent)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through1 ((([and], vp, 
delete(([and], [term(s)]))), relative), [and], sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, andl (((VP, 
delete(([and], [term(s)]))), relative), [and], sent)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, andl ((((advl, v, camp), 
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delete(([andl, [term(s)]))), relative), [and], sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely1 
((((v, camp), delete(([andl, [term(s)I) 
relative), [and], sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolishedl(((comp, delete(([and], [term(s)]))), 
relative), [and], sent)]. 
-+ [john, drove,the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolishedl(((np, delete(([and], [term(s)]))), 
relative), [and], sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, window] ((delete(([and], 
[term(s)])), relative), [and], sent)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl((delete([andl[term(s)]]), 
relative), [and], sent)]. 
* 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowI(delete([andl[term(s)]]), 
[and], sent)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl(delete([andl [term(s)]]), 
[andlsent])]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl(delete([term(s)]), sent)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl(delete([term(s)]), s)]. 
-+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl(delete([term(s)]), [term(s)])]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, windowl(delete([ I), [ I)]. 
+ [john, drove, the, car, through, and, completely, 
demolished, a, window] 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have shown how Narrowing Grammar comprises a new formalism 
for language analysis. Narrowing Grammar combines concepts from logic program- 
ming, rewriting, lazy evaluation, and logic grammar formalisms such as DCG. The 
semantics of Narrowing Grammar is defined by a kind of specialized outermost 
narrowing called NU-narrowing. 
The rules of Narrowing Grammar by themselves act as pattern generators, but 
when applied with match, they act like an acceptor, or parser. All Narrowing 
Grammar rules can be compiled to logic programs in such a way that, when 
SLD-resolution interprets them, it directly simulates NU-narrowing. 
Narrowing Grammar is modular, extensible and highly reusable, so saving rules 
in a library makes sense. These grammars extend the expressive power of first-order 
logic grammars, by permitting patterns to be passed as arguments to the grammar 
rules. As a consequence, some complex patterns can be specified more easily. 
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Narrowing Grammar also provides lazy evaluation. Lazy evaluation is important in 
certain language-acceptance situations, such as in coroutined matching of multiple 
patterns against a stream. 
Narrowing Grammar compares favorably in expressive power and generality 
with other logic grammar formalisms such as Definite Clause Grammar, Metamor- 
phosis Grammar, Extraposition Grammar and Gapping Grammar. We have 
demonstrated how to translate different logic grammars into Narrowing Grammar. 
We have also pointed out some limitations of first-order logic grammars. 
Algorithm 3.1 is a relatively efficient way to implement Narrowing Grammar, 
but further improvements are possible in many cases. One approach is to compile 
the Narrowing Grammar rules with partial evaluation so that the right-hand side of 
any rule is simplified, and redundant simplifications are eliminated (see [6]). 
Very good results can come from standing on the shoulders of giants. In this 
paper, we have proposed a new view of logic grammars. It links many good results 
from different areas such as logic programming, rewriting, lazy evaluation, logic 
grammars and parsing. 
We are grateful to Paul Eggert, Sanjai Narain, and Fernando Pereira for their remarks, suggestions, and 
encouragement on this work over the past three years. We are also indebted to Chris Carlson and the 
two referees, who made many important suggestions for improving this paper. 
APPENDIX A 
NU-STEP, NU-NARROWING, AND SIMPLIFICATION AS LOGIC PROGRAMS 
We can define NU-step precisely with a logic program. The program below defines 
nu_step such that a nonvariable term p narrows to term q0 in an NU-step with 
substitution 0 when (p j q) unifies with some rule with substitution 0 (first 
clause), or (either there is a rule (LHS = RHS), where p and LHS have the same 
outermost function symbol but are not unifiable, or p is simplified) and the 
replacement of a subterm by the result of an NU-step with substitution 8 yields q0 
(second and third clauses). This differs from outermost leftmost narrowing first 
because of the restrictions on p and LHS in the second clause. and second 
because it is not necessarily leftmost: it does not necessarily select terms for 
narrowing left-to-right. 
nu_step(P, Q, EO, E) + 
nonvariable( 
(LHS * RHS) , 
unify( (P*Q), (LHS=RHS), EO, E) 
nu_step(P, Q, EO, E) + 
nonvariable( 
(LHS’RHS), 
same_function_symbol(P, LHS, N), 
nonunifiable(P, LHS), 
same_function_symbol(P, Q, N), 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, 0, N, EO, E) 
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nu_step(P, Q, EO, E) +- 
nonvariable( 
simplified(P), 
same-function-symbol(P, Q, N), 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, 0, N, EO, E) 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, IO, N, EO, E) + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(1, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
unify(Pi, Qi, EO, El), 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, I, N, El E) 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, IO, N, EO, E) + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(1, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
nu_step(Pi, Qi, EO, El), 
unify_remaining(P, Q, I, N, El E) 
unify_remaining(P, Q, N, N, E, E) + 
unify_remaining(P, Q, IO, N, EO, E) + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(1, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
unify(Pi, Qi, EO, El), 
unify_remaining(P, Q, I, N, El, E) 
REMARK. This program is a pure logic program. That is, the logic here is a 
“meta-level” first-order Horn program that performs a restricted kind of narrowing 
on first-order ground terms that encode “object-level” terms. Object-level terms 
are the terms that are actually being narrowed; meta-level terms are ground 
encodings of object-level terms (permitting us, using pure first-order predicates, to 
make tests such as whether a object-level term is a variable). Thus the program 
assumes that the predicates nonvariable, nonunifiable, same-func- 
tion-symbol, argument, unify all permit manipulation of “object-level" 
variables in terms being narrowed. These predicates would be defined as follows: 
l the nonvariable predicate succeeds if its argument is not an object-level 
variable; 
l the nonuni f iable predicate succeeds if its two arguments are not unifiable 
object-level terms; 
l the same-function-symbol predicate succeeds if its first two arguments 
have the same outermost function symbol, with arity given by the third 
argument; 
l the argument predicate yields a specified argument of an object-level term; 
l the unify predicate unifies two object-level terms. The two “environment” 
arguments E 0 , E keep track of the “input” and “output” object-level 
variable bindings made by various unifications. 
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These predicates are all finitely specifiable with Horn clauses provided that the 
set of function symbols being used in the terms being narrowed (the object-level 
terms) is finite. For example, for function symbols f / 2, g / 1, we would define: 
successor(X, s(X)) + 
argument(s(0) , f(X, Y), X) + 
argument(s(s(O)), f(X, Y) I Y) + 
argument(s(O), CT(X) I X) + 
same_function_symbol(f(U, V), f(X, Y), s(s(0))) +- 
same_function_symbol(g(X), g(Y), s(O)) + 
Explicit mention of the environment arguments gets quickly cumbersome. If we 
drop insistence on purity of the program and permit object-level variables to be 
encoded directly by meta-level variables, the above definition simplifies somewhat: 
nu_step(P, Q) + 
nu_step(P, Q) + 
nonvariable( 
(LHS'RHS), 
unify((P-Q), (LHS*RHS)) 
nonvariable( 
(LHS*RHS), 
same-function-symbol(P, LHS, N), 
nonunifiable(P, LHS), 
same-function-symbol(P, Q, N), 
subterm-nu_step(P, Q, 0, NJ 
nu_step(P, Q) + 
nonvariable( 
simplified(P), 
same_function_symbol(P, Q, NJ, 
subterm-nu_step(P, Q, 0, NJ 
subterm-nu_step(P, Q, IO, NJ + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(1, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
unify(Pi, Qi), 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, I, N) 
subtermnu_step(P, Q, IO, NJ + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(1, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
nu_step(Pi, Qi), 
unify_remaining(P, Q, I, N) 
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unify_remaining(P, Q, N, N) + 
unify_remaining(P, Q, IO, N) + 
IO<N, 
successor(I0, I), 
argument(I, P, Pi), 
argument(1, Q, Qi), 
unify(Pi, Qi), 
unify_remaining(P, Q, I, N) 
This program is no longer “pure,” in that the nonvariable predicate is not 
definable with Horn clauses. However, this program allows us to leave the environ- 
ment implicit, which will save us effort below. 
Using this revised program for nu-step, the goal 
+ nu-step( p, 4) 
succeeds for all correct answer substitutions 13 such that p narrows to q0 in an 
NU-step with substitution 8. For example, given the rules just above, the goals 
+ nu-step(g(a, b), gfa, [ I)) 
+ nu-step(g(a, b), g(c, b)) 
both succeed with the empty answer substitution, and the goal 
+ nu_step(g(a, b), X) 
succeeds with an answer substitution binding x either to g (a, [ ] ) or to g (c , 
b). 
With this predicate, we can treat NU-narrowing as the reflexive transitive 
closure of NU-step, and this can be defined concisely with a logic program: 
nu_narrowing(X, X) + 
nu_narrowing(X, Z) + nu_step(X, Y), nu_narrowing(Y, Z) 
We can also treat simplification as a kind of transitive closure of NU-step: 
simplification(X, X) + simplified(X) 
simplification(X, Z) + unsimplified(x), nu_step(X, Y), 
simplification(Y, Z) 
Here s imp1 i f ied and uns imp1 i f ied are assumed to be predicates enumerat- 
ing, respectively, all constructor and nonconstructor function symbols defined by 
the Narrowing Grammar rules. 
Again, in order to provide pure programs, the Horn definitions for nu-narrow- 
ing and s imp1 i f icat ion should include “environment” arguments making 
object-level variable bindings explicit, but for simplicity here we have merged 
meta-level and object-level unification. ,These simplified definitions make the 
proofs of the theorems in the following appendix clearer. 
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APPENDIX B 
CORRECTNESS OF THE COMPILATION ALGORITHM 3.1 
In this appendix, we prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Definition 1. equal([ X,, . . . , X,,], Xl yields true if X, NU-narrows to Z,, . . ., X,, 
NU-narrows to Z,, and Z,, . . . , Z,, unify as X. 
Definition 2. Let X and Y be two terms. We write X * Y if there is a rule 
LHS * RHS such that X0= LHSH for some 0 and Y = RHSB. Otherwise, 
x* Y. 
Henceforth we write nu_narrow_conjunction(X, Y) to represent an instance of 
an nu_narrow_conjunction subgoal in some s imp1 i f y clause. 
Lemma 1. nu-narrow-conjunction (X, Y) succeeds where Y is in normal form if X 
and Y are unifiable. 
Theorem 3. I. Suppose X and Y are terms for which there is a successful Prolog-derit*a- 
tion for the goal s imp1 i fy(X, Y ), and within this den’l)ation no denulation is made 
fora subgoal simpli fy(V, W) where Visa cariable. Then simplification(X, 
Y> has a successful SLD-dennation. 
PLAN OF PROOF. Induction on the length of a successful Prolog-derivation of 
simplify(X, Y). We show that in this derivation, there is some subgoal sim- 
plify(Z,Y), for some term Z not equal to X,such that nu_narrowing(X,Z) 
has a successful SLD-derivation. Since simpli fy(Z, Y> has a successful Prolog- 
derivation, by the induction hypothesis, simplif ication(Z, Y) has a successful 
SLD-derivation. So s imp1 i f i cat ion( X, Y) has a successful SLD-derivation. 
PROOF. By induction on the length k of a successful Prolog-derivation starting at 
simplify(X,Y). If k = 1, then there is a clause 
simplify(c(A,,...,A,),c(A,,...,A,)) 
such that simpli fy(X, Y) unifies with this clause. Thus X is simplified and 
simplif ication(X,Y) has a successful SLD-derivation. 
Let k > 1, and assume that the theorem holds for all successful Prolog-deriva- 
tions of length less than k. Let X = f(tl, . . , t,) for some nonconstructor f and 
terms t,,..., t,. Since simplify(X,Y) succeeds, there is a clause 
simplify(f(A,,...,A,),B):- 
nu_narrow_conjunction( A,, L; ) , . . . , 
nu_narrow_conjunction( A,,, , LL) , 
equaliry_conjunction, 
simplify(RHS,B). 
which is the compilation of a Narrowing Grammar rule 
f(L,,...,L,) =,RHs. 
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Moreover, simplify(X, Y) unifies with the head of the above clause with m.g.u. 
T = {(A, = t,) )...) (A, = t,), (B = Y>l and (nu_narrow_ 
conjunction (A,, L;), . . . ) nu_narrow_conjunction (A,,,, Lk ), equality_conjunction, 
simplify(RHS, B))T has a successful Prolog-derivation of length k - 1. 
There are two possibilities: 
(1) If X * RHSr, then in this case t, and Li are unifiable for all i, so by 
Lemma 1 the subgoals nu_nurrow_conjunction(t,, L:) all succeed. By the 
induction hypothesis, simplif ication(RHS7, Y) has a successful SLD- 
derivation. Hence simpli f icat ion(X, Y) has a successful SLD-deriva- 
tion. 
(2) If X * RHST, consider nu_narrow_conjunction (t,, LI) for some i. 
(a) If L( and t, are unifiable, then by Lemma 1, nu_nurrow_ 
conjunction(t,, L:) succeeds, that is, nu_narrowing(t,, L,? has a SUC- 
cessful SLD-derivation. 
(b) If Li and t, are not unifiable and L,! is the form c(T,,.. .,Tp): the 
Prolog-derivation of nu_narrow_conjunction(ti, L:) leads immediately 
to the goal (simplify(t,, c(V,, . . . . VP>>, nu_nurrow_ 
conjunction ( V,, T, ), . . . , nu-narrow-conjunction CV,, T,)), where V,, . . . , VP 
are new variables and c is a constructor. Since the length of successful 
Prolog-derivation of simplify(t;,c(V,,...,V )) is less than k, by the 
induction hypothesis, simpli f icat ion(t;, c 4 V,, . . . , VP)) has a success- 
ful SLD-derivation with some binding u. For any r, 1 I r <p, nu-nar- 
row-conjunction (V,, T,) either is true or recursively calls s imp1 i fy and 
nu-narrow-conjunction. This recursion is finite and must terminate. 
Since the length of all the Prolog-derivation of simplify is less than k, 
by the induction hypothesis, the corresponding simplification has a 
successful SLD-derivation. The concatenation of these simplifications is 
an NU-narrowing, that is, nu_narrowing(c( V,, . . . , y)>, L:) has a suc- 
cessful SLD-derivation. Therefore, together with the fact that simpl i- 
f ication(tj, c(V,, . . . , VP>> has a successful SLD-derivation, nu- 
narrowing(ti, LI), has a successful SLD-derivation with accumulated 
binding 0,. Since f<t,, . . . , t,, . . . , t,) * RHSr, and L: does not unify with 
t;, therefore, nu_narrowing(f(t,,...,t,,...,t,),f(t,,..., L,!,...,t,))Ot 
has a successful SLD-derivation. 
This argument can be applied to each nu_nurrow_conjunction(t,, L,) subgoal, for 
j E (1,. . . , m). Applying the argument sequentially, we obtain nu- 
narrowing(f(tl,...,t,),f(L;,...,L~))O', where 0’ is the accumulated set of 
bindings I!?, . . . 0,. 
Also since equality-conjunction succeeds, by definition of equal, nu_ 
narrowing(f(L;,. . ., Lk)O’,f(L ,,..., L,))+ for some 4. 
In both possible cases, simpl i fy(RHS+, Y) succeeds, and the length of its 
Prolog-derivation is less than k. By the induction hypothesis, there is a successful 
SLD-derivation for simplif ication(RHS+,Y). Since f(L,,.. ., L,)+ * RHS+, 
there is a successful SLD-derivation for s imp1 i f i cat i on( X, Y ). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf simplification(X,Z) has a successful SLD-detivation, then 
simpli fy(X, Z) also has a successful SLD-derivation. 
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PLAN OF PROOF. Induction on the length of simplification(X,Z). We show 
that there is some Y, not equal to X such that an SLD-derivation of 
simplify (X,2) contains the goal simplify (Y,,, Z>. Since 
simpl i f icat ion(Y,, Z) has a successful SLD-derivation, then by the induction 
hypothesis, simplify (Y,, Z) has a successful SLD-derivation. Hence, 
simpl i fy(X, Z) has a successful SLD-derivation. 
PROOF. By induction on the length k of the SLD-derivation of 
simplification(X,Z). 
If k = 1 then X is simplified. In particular, X = c(t,, . . . , m , t ) where c is an 
m-ary constructor symbol, and t,, . . . , t, are terms. There is a clause 
simplify(c(A,,...,A,),c(A,,...,A,)) 
where each Ai is a distinct variable, so simplify(X, Z) has a successftd SLD- 
derivation. 
Let k > 1 and X =f(t,, . . . , t,), where f is a nonconstructor symbol and each li 
is a term. Assume the theorem holds for all simplifications of length less than k. 
Here X is not simplified. Letting X = Y,,, we know the simplification has a 
corresponding SLD-derivation that has the intermediate goals nu-s t ep (X, Y, 1, 
nu_step(Y,,Y,),..., nu_step(Y,_,,Y,),simplification(Y,,Z), where n is 
the least index such that Y,-, * Y,, i.e., for 0 <j < n - 1, Y * Y., ,. Hence, 
r,_, =f(sl,... , s,) for some terms s,, . . . , s,, and nu_narrowing i ti,s,) has a 
successful derivation for each i E 11,. . . , m). Since Y, _ , 3 Y,, there is some rule 
f(L ,,..., L,) *RHS such that Y,_, and f(L, ,..., L,) unify with m.g.u. 8, and 
Y, = RHSB. Therefore, si and L, unify for each i E 11,. . . , m). 
The rule f(L1,..., L,) * RHS is compiled into the Horn clause 
simplify(f(A,,...,A,),Out):- 
nu-narrow-conjunction ( A I , L; ) , . . . , 
nu-narrow-conjunction ( A,, Lk), 
equality-conjunction, 
simplify(RHS,Out). 
in accordance with the compilation rules stated in Algorithm 3.1. 
Consider the goal simplify(X,Z), i.e., simplify(f(tl,..., m , t > Z). It unifies 
with simplify(f(A,,. . ., A,),Out) with m.g.u. r= ((A, = tr),. . ., (A, = 
t,), (Out = Z)) and its immediate descendant in a Prolog-derivation is (nu_ 
narrow-conjunction (A,, L;), . . . , nu-narrow-conjunction (A,, Lh), equality_ 
conjunction, simplify (RHs, Out))~, i.e., (nu -narrow _ 
conjunction(tl,L;),..., nu_narrow-conjunction (t,, Lk), equality-conjunction, s im- 
plify(RHS,Z)). 
If for i = 1,. . . , m, ti unifies with Li, then f(t,, . . . , t,) unifies with the left-hand 
side of a rule, f(L,, . . . , L,). Consider nu_narrow_conjunction(ti, Li) for some i. 
(1) If L: and ti are unifiable, by Lemma 1, nu_narrow_conjunction(ti, LI) has a 
successful SLD-derivation. 
(2) If LI and ti are not unifiable, nu_narrow-conjunction (ti, L:) is 
(simplify(ti,c(V,,...,~/p>>, 
nu_narrow_conjunction WI, Tl ), . . . , nu_narrow_conjunction (VP, T,)), where 
L; is the form c(T,, . . ., T,), c is a constructor and V,, . . . , VP are new 
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variables. Since nu_narrowing(t,, sl) has a successful SLD-derivation and 
its length is less than it (L: is not a variable, otherwise (1) will apply. L: is 
simplified. Also L: and si unify, and therefore si is simplified), by the 
induction hypothesis, simplify(ti, c(V,, . . . , VP>> has a successful SLD- 
derivation. 
Now consider nu_narrow_conjunction( V,, T,), . . . , nu_narrow_conjunction 
<V,, T,). Each of the nu_narrow_conjunction(v,, T,.) for 1 I r <p recursively 
is true or a conjunction involving s imp1 i fy and nu-narrow-con j unc- 
tion. This recursion is finite and must terminate. Since 
nu_narrowing(c(V,,..., VP!, Lila has a successful SLD-derivation of 
length less than n, by the Induction hypothesis, each of the simplify 
subgoals derived from nu_narrow_conjunction(c(V,, . . . , V,), L!>a has a suc- 
cessful SLD-derivation, and therefore, nu-narrow-conjunction (c(V,, 
. . . ,I$>, L~>u has a successful SLD-derivation. 
By repeating the same argument, each nu_narrow_conjunction(t;, LI) has a 
successful SLD-derivation. Since f(t,, . . . , t,) NU-narrows to f(L;, . . . , Lk)8, and 
then NU-narrows to f(L,, . . . , L,)c#J for some 0 and 4, by definition of equal, 
equality-conjunction has a successful SLD-derivation. Therefore, an SLD-deriva- 
tion starting at simplify(X,Z) contains simplify(MS,Z) as a member.But 
RHS = Y,. Hence, the SLD-derivation starting at simpli fy(X, Z) contains sim- 
plify(Y,,Z). Sincethelength of the SLD-derivationof simplification(Y,,Z) 
is less than k, by the induction hypothesis, simpl i f y( Y,, Z) has a successful 
SLD-derivation. Thus the SLD-derivation of s imp1 i fy (X, Z) succeeds. 
Q.E.D. 
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